
 Gloucester Strings Ukulele Club Songs  (Issue 1) 

Under The Moon Of Love 
(Showwaddywaddy) 

Intro:    F    Dm      F   Dm

F                                                                           Dm 
Bop bop bop    bop  bop bop   bop-bah-bah    bop bop bop    bop  bop bop   bop-bah-bah 
F                                                                            Dm 
Bop bop bop    bop  bop bop   bop-bah-bah    bop bop bop    bop  bop bop   bop-bah-bah 

F                                             Dm 
Let’s go for a little walk,     under the moon of love 

F                                                     Dm 
Let’s sit right down and talk,     under the moon of love 

                 Bb                                                   G7 
I wanna tell you  (wanna tell you),     that I love you  (that I love you) 

             F                             D7 
And I want you to be my girl, little darling 

            G7                       C7                           F                Bb          F /       C7 / 
Let’s walk, let’s talk,  under the moon of love  (the moon of love)

F                                                 Dm 
You are looking so lovely,     under the moon of love,  

F                                                              Dm 
Your eyes are shining so brightly,     under the moon of love,  

                 Bb                                 G7  
I wanna go  (wanna go), all the time  (all the time),  

          F                       D7
And be my love tonight, little darling, 

            G7                       C7                           F                   Bb          F 
Let’s walk, let’s talk,  under the moon of love     (the moon of love)

               Bb                                                                   F        F7 
I wanna talk sweet talk and whisper things in your ear  (sweet sweet talk)
               G7                                                                                      C7 
I wanna tell you lots of  things I know you’ve been longing to hear 
C7 [Stop]     n/c 
Come-on little darling take my hand 

n/c                                       Dm 
Let’s go for a little walk,     under the moon of love 

F                                                     Dm 
Let’s sit right down and talk,     under the moon of love 

                 Bb                                                   G7 
I wanna tell you  (wanna tell you),     that I love you  (that I love you) 

             F                             D7 
And I want you to be my girl, little darling 

            G7                       C7                           F                   Bb          F /      C7 / 
Let’s walk, let’s talk,  under the moon of love     (the moon of love)
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Under The Moon Of Love  (Cont'd) 

F                                                                           Dm 
Bop bop bop    bop  bop bop   bop-bah-bah    under the moon of love 
F                                                                            Dm 
Bop bop bop    bop  bop bop   bop-bah-bah    under the moon of love 
                 Bb                                 G7  

I wanna go  (wanna go), all the time  (all the time),  
          F                       D7

And be my love tonight, little darling, 
            G7                       C7                           F                  Bb          F 

Let’s walk, let’s talk,  under the moon of love     (the moon of love)

               Bb                                                                   F        F7 
I wanna talk sweet talk and whisper things in your ear  (sweet sweet talk)
               G7                                                                                      C7 
I wanna tell you lots of  things I know you’ve been longing to hear 
C7 [Stop]     n/c 
Come-on little darling take my hand 

n/c                                       Dm 
Let’s go for a little walk,     under the moon of love 

F                                                     Dm 
Let’s sit right down and talk,     under the moon of love 

                 Bb                                                   G7 
I wanna tell you  (wanna tell you),     that I love you  (that I love you) 

             F                             D7 
And I want you to be my girl, little darling 

            G7                       C7                           F                   Bb          F 
Let’s walk, let’s talk,  under the moon of love     (the moon of love)

            G7                       C7                           F                  Bb          F [Stop] 
Let’s walk, let’s talk,  under the moon of love     (the moon of love)
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